ABSTRACT. Nonlinear convection in a porous medium and rotating about vertical axis is studied in this paper. An upper bound to the heat flux is calculated by the method initiated first by Howard [6] for the case of infinite Prandtl number.
INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION.
This is a study about nonlinear convecting fluid in a porous medium. We shall study the influence of Coriolis force on the heat transfer in turbulent convection of a porous layer of fluid using the upper bound calculation initiated first by Howard [6] . The fluid is assumed to have an infinite Darcy-Prandtl number and is bounded by two horizontal planes. As a mathematical model, we consider the Darcy-Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations (hereafter called DOB) for which a convenient reference is Lapwood [7] . The DOB equations differ from the usual Boussinesq equations for convection in an ordinary fluid layer (Chandrasekhar [4] ) only as the viscous term V 2u is replaced by----if' where t is the Darcy-permeability coefficient. The velocity u is defined according to Darcy's law as an average over the microscale of the porous medium.
Through experimental observation, we find that Darcy's law is not expected to be valid above a certain value of the seepage velocity. A universal characterization of this certain value
has not yet been obt,ained. However, the results obtained by Gupta and Joseph [5] of an asymptotic analysis (R---cx) using DOB equations for the non-rotating system are in qualitative agreement with the result of the well known dimensional argument relating the Nusselt number to the Rayleigh number and also with the experimental datas [5] .
We therefore follow Busse and Joseph [1] and Gupta and Joseph [5] and assume that DOB equations hold in turbulent regime. We hope that the analysis of the present problem based on the DOB equations also gives a qualitative picture of the high Rayleigh number convection in a rotating porous medium.
Malkus [8] suggested that the actual heat transferred by the realized solution is the maximum possible. Here to produce a solvable problem, we used the strengthened form of the Malkus principle: the heat transport which actually occurs for large Rayleigh number may be almost as large as the maximum obtainable using the two so-called power integr.als which are derived from the governing equations or some differential constraints which are more restrictive than these power integrals. Now regardless of the validity of the Malkus principle, the maximum heat flux subject to these power integrals or differential constraints gives an upper bound on the heat transport which actually occurs in the real world and is certainly of interest. It happened that this upper bound has some agreement with the actual heat transport and in the case of infinite Prandtl number turbulent convection (Chan [2] ) has a very good agreement with the experimental observation. Thus the Malkus principle perhaps has some similarity with physical reality, and we find it appropriate to use this method for the study of the present subject. Note that we cannot expect any close relationship between the maximizing fields of velocity and temperature to those which actually occur. For example, real convection is time dependent, whereas time disappears completely from our maximizing problem. The Darcy-Prandtl number, which is very large in practice, is taken to be infinity in the present problem. The fact that the Darcy-Prandtl number is very large for natural materials means that thermally driven motion in porous material will ordinarily be very slow motion compared to the corresponding one in ordinary fluid layer.
The main purpose of studying the present problem is to develop a simple variational method to obtain at least some qualitative results from the maximizing nonlinear convecting fluid in a rotating porous medium, to compare the qualitative multi modal results of the present study with the corresponding one in ordinary convection (Chan [3] ) which gave a rather unexpected behavior of the horizontal modes, and to develop a mathematical model for a possible application in fluid mechanics.
Chan [3] , considered the corresponding problem in ordinary convection with free-free boundaries and found that for To _< 0(R), the flow is essentially non-rotating and there is only one single mode in the system. However, for O(R)<_ To < O(R'/), the fluid has finitely many modes, though the total number of modes increases as To increases in this region, and for O(R/:) <_ T,, <_ O(R:/:) the maximizing flow has infinitely many modes. But, heat flux decreases in O(R) <_ To <_ O(R:/) as T,, increases for a given R. This behavior of the ordinary maximizing flow has been discussed in detail by Chan, although he also feels that if the effect of a rotational constraint is to suppress convection, the stronger the rotation, the more it will tend to suppress small eddies, and therefore the less number of modes allowed. But he noted that this contradiction to his asymptotic result can be easily resolved by saying that the number of modes is allowed to increase indefinitely in its effort to remove the rotational constraint, although the heat flux is still less than its non-rotating value. In our present problem with a porous layer of fluid, we find that for T << 0(1), the stabilizing effect of rotation is so weak that the fluid acts as in the non-rotating system. There are essentially infinitely many modes associated with small scales of motion (or eddies). The Nusselt number increases as the Rayleigh number increases. Gupta and Joseph [5] where we defined (A,P,q)= < (1-WO)2> (A',P',q'). ---:-
For the particular cases B 0 or T 0, it can be easily shown that o,erstability never occurs.
We shall consider the nonlinear analysis in the next section. The Rayleigh number R and the Nusselt number N are supposed to be large and the solutions will be obtained for different ranges of To in (R, To) plane. 4 In the inner layer of the tr,, mode, we define Rotation is important [0(1) << To 0(V log R)].
The boundary layer structure in this region is similar to the one discussed in case (a). We consider three regions for each mode, the interior, the intermediate layer, and the inner layer. We must now find a value rt* at which (A-3) and the boundary conditions for rt-cz, together with their first derivatives, are continuous, i.e., Art*-,/,3 1 A Solving then, we obtain rt* (6) 
